BOOK LIST

for Kids Read identity:

Guild of Magic, Dragons & Swords

+ Art Smart!

www.TulsaLibrary.org/kids
Magic, Dragons, & Swords

Readers who are part of the **Guild of Magic, Dragons, & Swords** love books with, well... magic, dragons, and swords! Fantasy worlds with fantasy creatures are your favorite, and you are on a quest for adventure and escape.

This list helps **Magic, Dragons, & Swords** readers find books they like who also want to learn more about art.

- **One Beastly Beast (two Aliens, Three Inventors, Four Fantastic Tales)** by Garth Nix
- **Monday With A Mad Genius** by Mary Pope Osborne
- **Da Vinci’s Cat** by Catherine Gilbert Murdock
- **The Invention of Hugo Cabret: A Novel in Words and Pictures** by Brian Selznick
- **The Star Thief** by Lindsey Becker
- **Herbert’s Wormhole** by Peter Nelson
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